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HOT BWWM PREGNANCY
ROMANCE INVOLVING NAVY SEAL
AND A BBW Jenna has been stuck in her
home town helping her father run the
general store after her mom died of cancer.
Its been a dreary season recently with
muggy,
foggy
weather.
Feeling
increasingly claustrophobic, Jenna keeps
wondering what life would have been like
had she left and gone to college like she
had planned. Then, one day, Riley, a 64
marine walks into the store and everything
changes. Will she finally find a reason to
stick around at home? It could be a new
lease of life, but with a tragic incident
marring their first meeting she has to
wonder if they are blessed or cursed. HOT
INTERRACIAL
ALPHA
BWWM
PREGNANCY ROMANCE INVOLVING
A BILLIONAIRE AND A BBW! Babies
are too much trouble
Regina: A big
woman with bigger ambitions Regina
wants to concentrate on her career but her
boyfriend is a distraction Leo: Billionaire
with a libido to match his net worth he
wants Regina to have his babies but she
isnt having any of it In the meanwhile a
murderer is at large; a murderer who takes
pleasure in killing naughty children Will
Leo and Regina catch the killer before they
catch up with the lovers? Or will Regina
ditch Leo to continue her career? Regina
is finally where she wants to be; her career
is reaching new hights every day, her
relationship with billionaire Leo Belitrov
cant be better but underneath the glitz and
glamor Leo wants something Regina is
incapable of giving.
Reginas career
attracts all kinds of cases but when Dakota
Simpson the Monster Mother of Cheviot
asks for her help Regina finds herself in a
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quagmire of death and in the path of s
psychotic killer. Will Regina be able to
solve the case in time or will she lose more
than Leos love?
BBW BWWM +
Menage + Hot Alpha guys = Steamy
Interracial Romance Collection! The Big
Three-Oh Bored stupid by her predictable
life, April decides to throw herself a
fabulous party for her thirtieth birthday.
Even if the night is as dull as she expects it
to be, the bar will be stocked with her
favorite bottles of wine. What she doesnt
expect is the present that her best friend,
Dina, brings along her little brother, Brett.
Only Brett isnt so little anymore. Throw in
a silk tie and an empty coatroom, and April
discovers that her life might not be that
boring, after all. Blackout Scaling her
posh neighbors fence to use his pool used
to be Sophies go-to fantasy. The ginormous
body of water always looked so tempting
from her side of the fence, but she used
reason and refrained from trespassing.
Then, the heat wave rolled into town, and it
brought out the crazy in everybody
including sensible, smart Sophie. When
the lights go out, Sophie breaks all her
rules and leaps over to the dark side. The
last person she expects to find is her
college crush, Reid and he doesnt seem
too inclined to kick her out.
Unquenchable Desire As he sat at a table
off to my right looking at me seemingly
with the same thirst, I wondered how to
make the first move. This was the place
where I usually tripped up or froze
completely, but I was determined not to do
so this time. I was bound and determined to
take it farther, to go that one step more that
would assure the experience of wild,
uninhibited stranger on stranger that I had
craved for so long.
WARNING: This
eBook contains mature themes and
language. Intended for 18+ readers only!
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